3.1 Types of books and writers-Films-Music
Exercise 7, Page 37-to learn the definitions and do word store 3B
Preference-the fact that you like something or someone more than another thing or person
Isolation-the condition of being alone, especially when this makes you feel unhappy
Pushchair-a small folding chair on wheels that a baby or small child sits in and is pushed around in
Sitcom-a television series in which the same characters are involved in amusing situations in each
show-situation comedy
Fiction-the type of book or story that is written about imaginary characters and events and not based
on real people and facts
Non-fiction-writing that is about real events and facts, rather than stories that have been invented
3.3 Listening
Paste-a thick soft sticky substance made by mixing a liquid with a powder, especially to make a type
of glue
Slum-a very poor and crowded area, especially of a city
3.4 Reading –Film Club Favourites
Entertaining-enjoyable
Storyline,plot-the story of a book, film, play, etcUnoriginal,predictable-Something that is predictable happens in a way or at a time that you know
about before it happens
Funny-amusing
Emotional-moving
Dialogue, screenplay-the text for a film, including the words to be spoken by the actors and
instructions for the cameras
Tension,suspense-the feeling of excitement or nervousness that you have when you are waiting for
something to happen and are uncertain about what it is going to be
Twist (noun)-a change in the way in which something happens
Settings- the time and the place in which the action of a book, film, play, etc. Happens
Impediment-something that makes progress, movement, or achieving something difficult or
impossible
Speech impediment-a difficulty in speaking clearly, e.g. stammer

Stammer-to speak or say something with unusual pauses or repeated sounds, either because of
speech problems or because of fear or nervousness (mucati)
4.1 Houses and homes-Phrases with make and do
Types of houses
Match the types of the houses with the definitions: AN ECO HOUSE, A HOUSING ESTATE, A TERRACED
HOUSE, A SEMI-DETACHED HOUSE, A BUNGALOW, A COTTAGE, A DETACHED HOUSE, A FLAT. There is
one extra word. Try to give a definition for it.
-a house that is not joined to any other house-__________________
-a low house having only one storey or, in some cases, upper rooms set in the roof, typically with
dormer windows-____________________
-a small house, typically one in the country-___________________
-house is a house that is joined to another house on one side by a shared wall-__________________
-a house built as part of a continuous row in a uniform style-____________________
-a set of rooms for living in, usually on one floor and part of a larger building. A flat usually includes a
kitchen and bathroom-______________________
-A house designed so as to minimize its impact on the environment, especially in terms of the
efficient use of energy-______________________
-Definition: ________________________________________________________________
The Hobbit House
Cosy- comfortable and pleasant, especially (of a building) because of being small and warm
Mud- earth that has been mixed with water
Frame- a border that surrounds and supports a picture, door, or window (okvir)
Open-plan- an open-plan room or building has few or no walls inside, so it is not divided into smaller
rooms
Solar panels- a device that changes energy from the sun into electricity
Composting toilet- A waterless composting toilet uses no water and produces a valuable fertilizer
Suburb- an area on the edge of a large town or city where people who work in the town or city often
live
Word Store 4B- Things inside and outside a house
Cupboard-a piece of furniture or a small part of a room with a door or doors behind which there is
space for storing things, usually on shelves (kredenac)

Floorboards- one of the long, straight pieces of wood used to make a floor (parket, daske, laminat)
Windowsill- a shelf below a window, either inside or outside a building
Wood-burner- a metal container with a chimney (= a pipe for smoke to escape) and a door, and
sometimes a place on top to cook on, in which you can burn wood to provide heat
Worktop- a flat surface in a kitchen, especially on top of low furniture, on which food can be
prepared
Patio- an area outside a house with a solid floor but no roof, used in good weather for relaxing,
eating, etc
Pond- an area of water smaller than a lake, often artificially made
Porch- a covered structure in front of the entrance to a building, AmEng –a veranda
Shed- a small building, usually made of wood, used for storing things
4.2 US TODAY
Couchsurfing- the practice of travelling around and staying with people you do not know for free,
who advertise their homes on the internet
Accommodation- a place to live, work, stay, etc. In (smještaj)

